Announcements
Research Committee on Climatology

For the purpose of advancing research in climatology and of facilitating
the exchange of ideas among climatologists, a research committee on climatology has recently been established in the Section of Meteorology of the American Geophysical Union by Dr. C. W. Thornthwaite, President of the Section.
The interest of the Committee lies principally in (1) physical climatology, (2)
microclimatology, (3) statistical climatology, (4) applied climatology, and
(5) climatological instruments. Besides encouraging research of a high
quality for increasing existing knowledge of climatology, the Committee will
endeavor to cooperate with investigators in other fields where problems involving climatological interpretation are encountered. Among such fields are
geography, synoptic meteorology, agriculture and biology, medicine and public
health, and certain aspects of engineering.
One of the first objectives of the Committee is to determine what research
work in climatology is at present being done and to ascertain the names of
the persons and organizations concerned as well as the character of the projects
in progress in order that an active interchange of ideas may be instituted
through establishment of connections with these research workers. A further
proposal is to sponsor the preparation of bibliographies in the different
branches of climatology and, as need arises, to form subcommittees for dealing
with the various special fields.
The Committee, which may be expanded as the work develops, consists at
present of the following members: Phil. E. Church, Alfonso Contreras Arias,
Woodrow C. Jacobs, Helmut E. Landsberg (Chairman), John B. Leighly,
Albert E. Parr, F. W. Reichelderfer, A. K. Showalter, Robert G. Stone, C. W.
Thornthwaite, and H. G. Wilm.
H. D. Harradon, Secretary, Section of Meteorology,
American Geophysical Union.
International Days

1943

The International Aerological Commission of the International Meteorological Organization announced the following periods for intensive aerological
observing: International month, August, 1943; two ascents per day, Dec.
14-16, 1943; one ascent per day, Apr. 12-17, Aug. 16-21, 1943.
The following observations should be made on international days: aerological measures of temperature and humidity, observations of upper wind,
observations of clouds at synoptic hours, observations on mountain stations at
synoptic hours.
For the collection of results, forms 11, 12, 13, 14 should be used. For further information see: Publ. No. 28 of the Secretariat of the International
Meteorological Organization, Lausanne, Switzerland.
"International days" have been designated now for several decades. The
idea of intensive observing on special days or periods was the result of limited
means for aerological work. Nowadays, with daily or oftener ascents throughout the world, the "international days" plan becomes largely one of picking
out the observations for the periods designated and sending them to the cen-
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tral collecting station, for publication of the data to facilitate study of worldwide circulation. The rendition of all the data for all the days would impose
such a clerical task that the plan for collecting would be defeated. So, from
limitations of apparatus in the early days we come to the limitations of
clerical force as the apparent reason for continuing international aerological
days, rather than attempting to make every day an "international day."—
C. F. B.
Censorship of Weather Information

[The specific information which newspapers, magazines, and all other
media of publication are asked not to publish except when such information is
made available for publication by appropriate authority, falls into the following classes:]
WEATHER

Weather forecasts, other than officially issued by the Weather Bureau;
the routine forecasts printed by any single newspaper to cover only the State
in which it is published and not more than four adjoining States, portions of
which lie within a radius of 150 miles from the point of publication.
Consolidated temperature tables covering more than 20 stations in any
one newspaper.
Note—News stories, photographs, or photos captions about weather occurrences within the State of publication and outside the State for an area not
to exceed 150 miles from the point of publication, may be published. Extreme
weather occurrences, such as blizzards, snow storms, hurricanes, tornadoes,
and floods, for areas other than the foregoing, will be appropriate for publication only when specifically cleared through the Office of Censorship. Outside
of the area specified above, weather effects on sports events in terms of ground
conditions or cause for postponements should avoid mention of such words
as "rain", "showers", "snow", "high winds", "thunderstorms", "overcast",
"windy", "clear" or "sudden temperature drop". These terms may be used:
"Game called because of weather", "wet grounds", "muddy field". Inside the
area specified above, all weather occurrences may be reported.
U. S. Office of Censorship, Washington, D. C.
(From "Code of Wartime Practices for the American Press," edition of February 1, 1943, p. 2 ; 5.
•4{ Corrigendum
Feb. Bull., p. 57, 2nd col.: Change 15th line from bottom to read "drop
compresses the air ahead ot it".
Maine Coastal Weather in July, 1 9 4 3

Summer contrasts in temperature
along the cold-watered easternmost
coast of Maine are vividly shown in
this item from a Maine newspaper
during a hot spell in July, 1943:—
"According to telephone reports received last Tuesday at the Lubec, Me.,
central telephone exchange, it was
"boiling hot" in North Lubec, "darned

warm" in West Lubec, "quite warm"
in Lubec Ridge, and "thirty-six;
thick o? fog and a total dungeon"
in South Lubec. While around town
the mercury readings varied from 60
to 72, over the hill behind a 500-foot
rise it was 10 degrees warmer than on
the south side of the same hill, and
20 degrees warmer than the long corridor to the seashore."
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